Decision Making Model to Collect Initial Outcome Measure Data

**Before** your activity happens, ask yourself – WHICH core function will apply to your upcoming activity?

If your **core function** choice is ...
- Interdisciplinary Pre-Service Training,
- Community Training with a frequency rate of regular, ongoing trainings only meaning
  1) cohort of participants over a series of sessions or
  2) one-time trainings that reoccur with regular frequency
- Technical Assistance for sustained relationships defined as on-going frequent with more than 3 contacts per year

If your **core function** choice is ...
- Continuing Education
- Direct Clinical Services
- Other Direct Services
- Demonstration Services
- Research
- Information Dissemination

**Yes**

You **MUST** collect initial outcome measures data!
Based on the core function of your activity, use the corresponding, specific question below to collect this data:

**Core Function** | **SPECIFIC Question** | **RESPONSES**
--- | --- | ---
InterPreServPrep | As a result of my training, my knowledge of <_topic_> has increased. | Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, Strongly Disagree
CommTraining | As a result of my training, my knowledge of <_topic_> has increased. | Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, Strongly Disagree
Technical Assistance | Choice of 5 questions – chose 1:
This tech asst has enhanced the services I provide.
This tech asst has strengthened networking of entities across communities I’m engaged with.
This tech asst has increased awareness of evidence-based practices.
This tech asst has enhanced my capacity to assess current practice in relation to evidenced-based approaches.
This tech asst has helped me identify changes needed within the <area of emphasis>.

**No**

You **DO NOT NEED** to collect initial outcome measures data!